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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses learning analytics for learner awareness in remote laboratories. The objectives we identified to provide self- and social awareness while learners are practicing in their virtual learning environment are threefold: (1) the definition of a performance metric that requires no assessment tests, (2) the tracking of data to infer that metric in real time, (3) the visualization of the performance metric to provide learners with awareness, without impacting learners' cognitive load. To support these needs, we propose a metric related to our context of computer education, a generic tracking framework, and visualization tools. All of these suggestions have been implemented in Lab4CE, a remote laboratory management system for computer education currently in use within our university.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Remote laboratories rely on inquiry-based learning that leads, among other outcomes, to knowledge building, deep learning and reflection [9]. In Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL), self-awareness appears to be an important factor to support these outcomes [11], and thus became the focus of several studies in computer-mediated research [23, 24, 38]. Moreover, inquiry learning relies on social constructivism, a theory that defines learning as shared and constructed in the context of relationships with others [35]. Social awareness is also an important factor regarding learner’s development [13] that should be provided to learners [2, 5].

To support learners’ cognition, remote laboratory environments should then provide both self- and social awareness. Learning analytics (LA) processes to track, analyze and report learners’ data are able to support such awareness [33] and to improve learning [34]. Efforts have already been made to apply learning analytics tools to remote laboratories [27, 30]. However, none of them embraces both issues of awareness for learners and learning analytics for remote laboratories.

We address in this article the question of providing learners with a remote laboratory featuring self- and social awareness through learning analytics. The presented work was achieved in the context of Lab4CE, a remote laboratory for computer education [4]. In the next section, we expose recent works on learning analytics for learner awareness. The third part deals with the measure of learners’ performance for practical sessions, a critical information that must be provided to users [1] and that cannot be retrieved from traditional assessment technics such as quizzes or evaluations of learning paths; indeed, practical activity in a remote laboratory happens before any achievement test. We propose a metric of performance that fits our pedagogical and technical contexts, and a client side XAPI framework to track learners’ activity and infer metrics. Based on this metric, we then introduce two learning analytics tools to report on actions carried out by learners, as well as their level of performance while they are practicing in the remote laboratory.

2. LEARNING ANALYTICS FOR LEARNER AWARENESS
Learning analytics were defined during the 1st International conference on learning analytics in 2011 as “the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs”. They target two main goals: recommendation & visualization [10]. The former relies on the system to ensure the analysis and take decisions, whereas visualization, among others goals [34], can provide users with awareness about the learning environment they are involved in, and thus let them take their own decisions. Hence, visualization can be used as cognitive tools for learners or teachers [33].

SocialLearn is a social media space designed to support social learning [12]. It exploits data from different sources (i.e., the SocialLearn website, the Open University and social media sites used by learners such as LinkedIn or Twitter) to provide visualization and recommendation through different analytics. SocialLearn is built on a three tiers architecture composed of (1) an identity server that supplies data from the sources to a (2) recommendation engine, which processes data for further analysis, and (3) a delivery channel. The delivery channel includes the SocialLearn website, a browser toolbar and various
There are several approaches to address these issues. Some tools, such as the SocialLearn dashboard, provide learners and teachers with awareness about the results of the evaluation process. However, these approaches cannot be reused directly in our context. Unlike them, we must propose fitted metrics and lightweight visualizations to use for a practical session. We will follow the web architecture based on full-duplex communication that addresses real-time requirements.

3. LEARNER PERFORMANCE IN THE LAB4CE ENVIRONMENT

We propose here a metric relying on actions performed by learners during a practical session. We also suggest a model of trace to record this metric (among other data) in respect with the XAPI specification. Finally, we describe a tracking framework that addresses the technical requirements we identified previously to collect these traces and compute the level of performance.

3.1 Pedagogical Context

Our education field is the remote practical learning of Computer Science Education (CSE). Practical activities, referred to as “any learning and teaching activity that engages learners in manipulating and analyzing real and physical objects”, involve learners and teachers in a laboratory (lab), a spatial and temporal space hosting devices used for experiments [3]. CSE, within that context, presents a large variety of experiments depending on the field of teaching. For instance, programming language learning requires at least a text editor and a compiler, while database learning needs at least a database server and a client to access it. However, the resources for practical experiments are all computers configured for a certain experiment (i.e., providing the hardware and software required to achieve the pedagogical objectives), and interactions between learners and these resources are either based on CLI (Command Line Interface) or GUI (Graphical User Interface). The evaluation of these interactions can be used to study how learners cope with the system(s) they must manipulate to perform the experiment. Thus we propose here to focus on these interactions to infer a performance metric.

3.2 Technological Support: Lab4CE

3.2.1 Functional Presentation

Lab4CE is a remote laboratory environment for computer education standing on existing virtualization tools to benefit from their advanced computational features, and integrating original scaffolding tools and services to improve the user experience and to increase students’ engagement in practical activities.

Lab4CE includes different features through several web applications. The design of an experiment (on the different machines, their configuration and their topology) is achieved thanks to a WISIWIG interface that offers the opportunity to draw the experiment and configure each of its components (e.g., adding a software to or choosing the operating system of a given machine). For all learners, a set of virtual machines and networks configured properly according to the experiment’s design will be automatically created in a cloud manager as soon as they start their practical session.

However, adding widgets to an existing interface can lead to a busy screen design that may become irrelevant and cause learning problems [6]. Kirsh [17] thus suggests avoiding split attention of learners that happens when different components on a screen require multitasking to integrate disparate sources of information. Also, the choice of the visualization itself is important since it depends on the goal targeted [10]. We must try to not raise learners’ cognitive load with visualizations that require time and cognition to be understood and analyzed.

These approaches cannot be reused directly in our context. Unlike them, we must propose fitted metrics and lightweight visualizations to use for a practical session. However, we will follow the web architecture based on full-duplex communication like Web Socket that addresses real-time requirement.
The protocol used to interact with a remote machine is a proxy between the new state back. Finally, the red channel contains the data matching resource to the cloud manager, which in return, sends web-based terminal middleware real-time streaming requirements (e.g., terminal streaming). The resources and users. It also embeds WebSocket endpoints for learning interface to manage experiments, practical sessions, and acts as a broker between the cloud manager and the rich RLIs through the middleware. For instance, when a user starts a messages. The green channel represents pedagogical and resource awareness tools already implemented. For instance, learners working on the same machine can see each other’s terminal thanks to a terminal streaming system.

3.2.2 Architecture and Data Channels
Lab4CE relies on three scalable distributed components. The laboratory layer, built on a cloud manager, hosts the virtual resources as well as some pedagogical objects (e.g., experiment description, user account, etc.), and provides low-level management (e.g., hosting, planning, authorization, etc.). The middleware layer includes two distinct and isolated components. The pedagogical middleware offers a pedagogical REST interface and acts as a broker between the cloud manager and the rich learning interface to manage experiments, practical sessions, resources, and users. It also embeds WebSocket endpoints for real-time streaming requirements (e.g., terminal streaming). The web-based terminal middleware acts as a SSH (Secure Shell: the protocol used to interact with a remote machine) proxy between virtual machines and the web terminal interface (see Figure 1). Finally, the learning layer exposes different web-based end-user interfaces such as a web-terminal based on ShellsInABox [25].

Figure 2 represents the interactions that happen between these three layers and users, and focuses on the three channels transporting data. The blue channel represents the endogenous Lab4CE data, such as collaborative invitation events or instant messages. The green channel represents pedagogical and resource management data: information on experiment, practical session, resource and users, exchanged between the cloud manager and the RLI through the middleware. For instance, when a user starts a machine, the RLI sends an order to change the state of the matching resource to the cloud manager, which in return, sends the new state back. Finally, the red channel contains the data exchanged between users and resources (e.g., communications between web-terminals of the RLI and virtual machines).

3.3 Rightness of Instruction as a Performance Metric
Within the last red channel, data contain, among other things, instructions sent by learners to the resources, as well as the responses returned back by the remote system. Instructions provide an interesting granularity. An instruction is a textual message composed of a command name that may be followed by arguments and/or options (e.g., “ls -l,” where “ls” is the command name and “-l” is an option). Being the basis of the experiment’s path, the sequence of instructions reflects learners’ progression within the experiment. Thus, instructions can be analyzed to provide relevant information at different scales: a single instruction gives information about the performance on the command itself, whereas a whole sequence of instructions reflects how the learner achieved the objective of the practical session.

Instructions also present another advantage. When executed, they can be automatically evaluated as right or wrong: the response returned by the resource gives information that can be used to infer that state of execution. In the rest of the paper, we will refer to that state as the technical rightness. An instruction that is technically right means it has been properly executed on the resource. However, this rightness has to be contextualized to the activity: a command execution might be successful, but it might be wrong according to the goal the learner is trying to achieve, or irrelevant for that goal. That « pedagogical » point of view of the rightness can be used to evaluate the learner’s progression through its learning path. It can be defined as the result of the interaction between the instruction, the resource it has been executed on, and the current position of the learner in the learning path. However, in this article, the definition is restricted to the technical rightness. Indeed, to compute the pedagogical rightness, production of solutions to practical activities has to be ensured either automatically, or manually by tutors and teachers. This process goes beyond the scope of this article and will be in the focus of future research. However, this information is taken into account within our trace model presented in the next section.

3.4 Trace Model
While this article focuses on learners’ performance, much more information can be recorded from the Lab4CE environment for further analytics. It includes instant messages, invitations between learners, logged in/logged out & start/stop lab actions, operations on machine beside instructions (e.g., start, stop, suspend & resume), and navigation within the platform (e.g., to switch from a lab to another, to open help popups, etc.). We chose to adopt the XAPI specifications to design our trace model for the following reasons: (i) to reuse existing interoperable tools, (ii) to share our collected data, and (iii) to reuse the analytics tools we designed in other contexts [36]. In addition, XAPI is becoming widely used [20, 26, 28] and proposes a main flexible structure of data able to represent any action called statement, composed of a verb, an actor, and an object. A statement might also include the time
builds such statement it sends that trace to the enriching engine.

The tracking framework explained below is in charge to generate these complete statements. The tracking framework explained below is in charge to generate these complete statements. The enriching engine enhances statements with inferred indicators. This inference engine receives its rules from a store that provides automatic bindings between the DOM structure of the web page and the trace model. However, environments that do not support statements’ enrichment with inferred indicators. Unlike other approaches, our framework essentially resides on the client side, so as to benefit from distributed computation. Also, since it enables indicators inference on that side, this framework can avoid sending sensible data and still compute related metrics.

The framework includes three loose-coupled layered components on the client side, and two remote stores. The sensors monitor data on a specific component of the Lab4CE environment, and also supports statements’ enrichment with inferred indicators. Unlike other approaches, our framework essentially resides on the client side, so as to benefit from distributed computation. Also, since it enables indicators inference on that side, this framework can avoid sending sensible data and still compute related metrics.

The enriching engine enhances statements with inferred indicators. This inference engine receives its rules from a store (stream labeled “A” in Figure 4). When the engine has received rules, it subscribes to the forger to receive statements it can infer indicators on (i.e., (B) in figure 4). For instance, the enriching engine subscribes to the forger to enrich instruction statements with a rightness indicator. The forger then sets its routing table according to that subscription. Afterwards, each time the forger builds such statement it sends that trace to the enriching engine. The enriching engine infers then the rightness, adds it to the statement and sends it back to the trace forger (4). Eventually, the forger sends the enriched statement to the LRS.

Finally, our LRS proposes both a REST interface and full-duplex communication endpoints (i.e., Web Socket, Ajax/XHR Streaming). The REST interface is used by the trace forger to send statements, while the components that exploit statements (such as visualization tools) can subscribe to one or several streams of statements through the full-duplex endpoint.

We implemented the three layers in Lab4CE with AngularJS, a Model-View-Controller (MVC) framework. This kind of framework facilitates the creation of sensors to monitor data, since it provides automatic bindings between the DOM structure of the web page and the trace model. However, environments that do not use such a framework can support sensors by parsing the DOM structure of the page itself. Our stores were implemented with a stack composed of a noSQL database (i.e., Mongodb) to enable integration of new statements or modifications in statements’ structure, and a Spring Java EE layer to expose both REST interfaces and full-duplex endpoints. An enriching engine was implemented to infer technical rightness of a command, setting a score of 1 when an instruction is evaluated as right, 0 otherwise.

We detail in the following section different learning analytics tools dedicated to learner awareness that exploit our LRS.

4. AWARENESS TOOLS

We present in this section two learning scenarios leading to the design and creation of visualization tools based on instructions carried out by learners. These tools aim at making learners able to analyze why and what they are doing, in order to support metacognitive processes [16].

4.1 Social Comparison Tool

Objectives. Recent research show that learners that become engaged in a social analysis process might enhance their reflection [37]. Comparative tools aim at identifying each learner’s performance and allowing learners to compare each other. These tools consist in providing social comparison feedback [22] and giving the students the feeling of being connected with and supported by their peers [19].

Learning Scenario. While learners are working in Lab4CE, they are aware of both their own and peers’ performance. They should be able to keep their attention to their activity and get feedback.
about their own and others’ performance with the less cognitive overhead possible, as required in Section 2.

**Design and Implementation.** The visualization tool is composed of a set of progress bars that reflects learners’ level of performance (according to the rightness of instruction defined in Section 3.3) based on a simple color code (green if the value is 1, red if it is 0). A progress bar is a lightweight component that subscribes to our LRS for instruction statements and then applies filters on these data in order to display information about a particular learner or a group, and about the current session or the whole practical activity. For each statement, the tool draws a colored gradation according to its score, scaled on time.

The visualization tool integrated into the Lab4CE environment is illustrated on top of Figure 5. It provides three different progress bars. The first one (i.e., *My current session* on Figure 5) relates the individual performance of the logged-on learner during the current session, the second one (i.e., *My experiment* on Figure 5) reflects the performance since the logged-on learner started working on the current practical activity, and the third bar (i.e., *All participants* on Figure 5) exposes the level of performance of the group of learners enrolled in the practical activity. For each statement, the tool draws a colored gradation according to its score, scaled on time.

The visualization tool integrated into the Lab4CE environment is illustrated on top of Figure 5. It provides three different progress bars. The first one (i.e., *My current session* on Figure 5) relates the individual performance of the logged-on learner during the current session, the second one (i.e., *My experiment* on Figure 5) reflects the performance since the logged-on learner started working on the current practical activity, and the third bar (i.e., *All participants* on Figure 5) exposes the level of performance of the group of learners enrolled in the practical activity. For each statement, the tool draws a colored gradation according to its score, scaled on time.

**Figure 5. The social comparison tool**

With the different progress bars, learners get aware of the progression of their level of performance, and are able to compare their own and their partners’ levels. They also have the opportunity to identify peers that seem to perform better, and thus who could help them when they encounter difficulty; at the opposite, they can also identify peers who could get support from them. Furthermore, this tool is available to tutors who become aware of the group level of performance, and who are thus able to adjust the objectives and/or learning paths of the practical activity. Finally, the individual learners’ progress bars help tutors to identify learners in difficulty and needing support.

This social comparison tool provides awareness to learners about their own and their peers’ performance, while requiring insignificant cognitive efforts from learners and thus offering them the opportunity to keep working and focusing on the learning activities. However, this simplicity prevents them to deeply analyze their own actions, as well as those of their peers; the following tool aims at achieving this objective.

### 4.2 Reflection-on-Action Tool

#### Objectives.

Davis et al. [8] defined reflection-on-action as the analysis of processes after the actions are completed. Collins et al. [7] recommended various strategies to engage learners in reflection-on-action like imitation by learners of performance especially modeled for them, or replay of students’ activities and performance by teacher. Providing reflection-on-action would then leverage the limits of the social comparison tool.

#### Learning Scenario.

Users review the instructions they carried out for a session of work, or since the beginning of a given practical activity, on a particular resource or on all of them. They analysis their own work, but also discover how peers have proceeded to achieve the pedagogical objectives.

**Design and Implementation.** To review a work session, we propose a dashboard illustrated in Figure 6 to let learners drill down into deeper analysis of their own or peers’ work. The form on the top of the interface allows filtering information to visualize (i.e., instructions) according to a given user, session or resource. For each selected resource, a timeline of instructions is exposed into the main panel. Each node of the timeline represents an instruction, colored according to its rightness (using the color code of the social comparison tool). Details of an instruction appear at mouse over, in a terminal-like area containing the command, its argument(s), and the output returned by the machine (see Figure 6). Finally, a last feature enables merging several timelines to visualize all instructions carried out by a learner on any machine of a given practical activity.

**Figure 6. The reflection-on-action tool**
This tool adopts the more traditional client-server architecture, and relies on the REST interface of the LRS to retrieve data. As a dashboard, it cannot be used competitively with the RLI (i.e., learners cannot work on a resource and visualize this tool at the same time). However, this tool could be useful for a practical session to engage learners in the analysis of peer’s actions in order to better understand, for instance, the solutions proposed by others. To promote that usage, a connection exists between this tool and the social comparison tool: when a user clicks on an individual progress bar, the reflection-on-action tool appears and allows to visualize the instructions carried out by the matching learner during the current session.

The aim of this tool is to engage learners in a reflective process and to make them analyze their work in details. The timeline also visually highlights the difficulties they experienced. Moreover, tutors can review learners’ actions and evaluate how they performed. Thanks to the connection with the social comparison tool, learners can easily seek help from peers (or offer help) by analyzing the instructions executed in the current session.

We have designed and implemented both tools into the existing Lab4CE environment.

5. CONCLUSION

We proposed in this paper two awareness tools aiming at engaging learners in the deep learning process while they are practicing in a remote laboratory. A social awareness tool reveals to learners their current and general levels of performance, and let them compare each other’s levels. This tool stands on a simple visualization technic in order to be usable during a practical session, while users perform their learning activity, without requiring specific attention. The reflection-on-action tool, implemented as timelines, allows learners to deeply analyze both their own work and peers’ activity.

Both tools rely on a generic and modular learning analytics framework standing on XAPI specifications and integrating an enriching engine able to infer different indicators from collected data. These tools and the framework have been successfully integrated into the Lab4CE system, our remote laboratory dedicated to computer education.

The performance metric we defined is currently restricted to the technical aspect of a computer command. However, it should also relate the educational relevance of an instruction to allow comparison of learners’ progression within the course. Also, the exploitation of the whole set of traces our system currently generates (e.g., instructions, but also instant messages, collaboration invitation, etc.) leads us to learners profiling and to better understand, for instance, the solutions proposed by others. To promote that usage, a connection exists between this tool and the social comparison tool: when a user clicks on an individual progress bar, the reflection-on-action tool appears and allows to visualize the instructions carried out by the matching learner during the current session.

We have designed and implemented both tools into the existing Lab4CE environment.
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